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OTHER NEWS

300 PALABRAS Controversial
Decision by Mexico’s
Supreme Court in
Cassez Case

PRACTIQUE LEGAL - Tax Amnesty
Law for Unpaid Taxes in Mexico, The
“Get Current” Program

The recent decision by the
Mexican Supreme Court of
Justice in the widely publicized
Cassez case shocked the
country in a way that had not
occurred since the same court
decided to confirm a labor court
resolution in favor of petroleum
workers, which led the
government to expropriate
petroleum companies... [Read
More]

Debate: Bulls or
Bullfighters?
By: Rene Cacheaux
Mexico's annual Federal Fiscal Revenue Law (Ley de Ingresos de la
Federación) and Federal Expense Budget (Presupuesto de Egresos
de la Federación), by their nature, are the instruments that
determine the guidelines for fiscal revenue (taxes that can be
collected each fiscal year) and... [Read More]

300 PALABRAS - Controversial
Decision by Mexico’s Supreme Court
in Cassez Case
By: Dr. Mario Melgar-Adalid
The recent decision by the Mexican Supreme Court of Justice in the

It is said that Mexico is the Latin
American country that is most
like Spain, not only because of
the Spanish conquest and
colonization during three
centuries by the Spanish
Empire, but because of the
subsequent waves of Spanish
immigrants who decided to
make Mexico their destination.
In addition to... [Read More]

The Mexican
Department of the
Economy Publishes
Guidelines to the
Privacy Notice

widely publicized Cassez case shocked the country in a way that
had not occurred since the same court decided to confirm a labor
court resolution in favor of petroleum workers, which led the
government to expropriate petroleum companies... [Read More]

Political Thermometer

By: Adrian Salgado
On January 17, 2013, the
Mexican Department of the
Economy published in the
Official Journal of the Federation
guidelines governing privacy
notices ("Guidelines") given in
Mexico. As provided for under
Mexican law, the privacy notice
(" Privacy Notice") fulfills the
requirements... [Read More]

The political temperature of Mexico was at reasonably stable levels
until the unfortunate explosion at one of the central buildings of
Petróleos Mexicanos (PEMEX) (the state owned company in charge
of managing petroleum in the country), which generated substantial
speculation and placed energy... [Read More]

Economic Indicators
The following are economic indicators as of February 27, 2013:
Peso/Dollar Exchange Rate: .8322 pesos per dollar. Mexican Stock
Exchange: The Mexican Stock Exchange (BMV) closed at 43,772.89
points. Interest Rates: The Average Interbank Interest Rate (TIIE) for
a 28-day period was at 4.7990 %.

Real Estate Law –
The Community
Property System and
the Sale of Real
Estate
By: Jorge Ojeda
The various civil codes in
Mexico establish two principal
marital property systems:
community property and
separate property. In a few
states, such as Jalisco and
Sonora, a third regime known as
the legal property (sociedad
legal) system exists, which
essentially consists of a broader
community property... [Read
More]

Employment Law – Conduct of Labor
Inspections
Stemming from the recent reforms to the Federal Labor Law,
Mexico's Department of Labor and Social Welfare ("STPS") will
commence a campaign to regulate the annual visits made to
employers for the purpose of verifying that operations comply with
the guidelines on general labor, safety and... [Read More]
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